


As Special Advisor for Children’s Issues, it is my privilege to focus on two issues that impact

children - intercountry adoption and international parental child abduction. A major part

of my role is to promote accession to, and proper implementation of, the respective Hague

Conventions, and normally that would involve a lot of international travel as well as

domestic outreach. Having started this position just before COVID-19 shut down

international travel, I traveled to Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates to discuss

IPCA cases and issues with officials in each country. But then…. 
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Luckily, I work with truly dedicated colleagues in the Office of Children’s Issues who were determined not

to let the pandemic get in their way as they sought to prevent and resolve cases of international parental

child abduction, retain and enhance relationships with counterparts in foreign governments, and offer

technical assistance to countries in the form of training and consultations. Since we all started working

from home in March, CI has hosted videoconference meetings and workshops with close to 30 countries

and supported me as I met virtually with senior government officials from around the globe. As someone

commented, thanks to video-conferencing, we can meet with officials from Latin America in the morning

and East Asia at night - and time zones are far easier to deal with than jet lag!
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Abductions division (EHA), which covers abductions throughout Asia

and Africa, including the Middle East.  Nausher chose to be a consular

officer in order to help U.S. citizens overseas.
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Though nonessential travel was restricted and physical

presence in the office was limited due to the COVID-19

pandemic, CI leveraged technology to strengthen bilateral

relationships with partner countries and to address

patterns of noncompliance under the Hague Abduction

Convention. Since March 2020, over 30 formal bilateral

engagements have taken place virtually with countries

including Argentina, Brazil, the Dominican Republic,

Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Germany, Ghana, Honduras,

India, Israel, Japan, Jordan, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru, Romania,

Saudi Arabia, and Trinidad and Tobago. Of course, CI has

continued working-level conversations with counterparts in

dozens of other countries. These engagements include

updates on complex cases, the exchange of diplomatic

notes regarding abduction cases, and notifications of court

suspensions of activities abroad.

Through phone meetings and videoconferencing, CI has a

better understanding of the challenges that countries

face when implementing the Hague Abduction

Convention, especially during the pandemic. CI is

committed to helping countries fulfill their obligations

under the Convention, and we have participated in

training sessions for judges and prosecutors in some non-

compliant countries. This collaboration, along with open

communication, will help CI emerge from the pandemic

with more resilient partnerships for the benefit of the

American public.

On October 1, 2020,

the Hague Abduction

Convention entered

into force between the

United States and

Pakistan. We are

pleased to welcome

Pakistan as our 80th

Convention partner.

Pakistan has the

second largest IPCA

caseload in South Asia

and is only the second

country to partner

with us in the region.

Parents whose

children are abducted

to or retained in

Pakistan or the United

States from their

habitual residence in

the other country,

after October 1, 2020,

may apply for their

child’s return or access

under the Convention.

CI will continue to

work on behalf of the

'pre-Hague' cases in

Pakistan.
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Email

AbductionQuestions@state.gov

for feedback and questions


